ABSTRACT For crowdsourcing software development, poor matching between the workers' development skills and the requirements for the assigned tasks results in poor quality task completion. In this paper, we propose a dynamic utility task allocation algorithm (DUTA), a software crowdsourcing task allocation algorithm based on the dynamic utility. First, using the attributes provided by the worker registration information, we estimate the initial value of a worker's development abilities based on the attribute weights and levels. Second, the worker's development capabilities are calculated based on his or her history of the completed tasks, including task complexity, quality, and development efficiency. The worker's record of development capability is updated dynamically. Then, based on the skill weights, we calculate the degree to which the task requirements matche the worker's skills. Finally, we take the product of the worker's development ability and the degree of skill matching as the allocation utility, and the total utility is maximized as the optimization goal. To solve the optimal match between tasks and workers, we use the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm with a weighted bipartite graph. Our experimental results showed that DUTA provided good performance in total allocation utility, with a better task allocation success rate than the algorithm based on the user reliability. The DUTA achieved an average allocation accuracy of up to 85.63%, demonstrating that it can guide task assignments effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet technology, software development is no longer limited to small, isolated developer communities. Instead, increasing numbers of people are using global platforms to compete for assignment of development tasks [1] . This emerging development method that spans time and geographical restrictions has become a strong and accepted new approach to software engineering [2] , [3] . In recent years, software crowdsourcing applications have grown, typified by platforms such as Topcoder and the crowdsourcing of open source software. The challenge of software crowdsourcing is to assess the development capability of workers and match their skills to the appropriate tasks in a manner that optimizes the total utility of task
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allocation. Most of the crowdsourcing platforms use online competition mechanisms to find good workers to complete software crowdsourcing development tasks [4] - [6] . However, the existing platforms lack comprehensive consideration of all the factors involved in providing a thorough evaluation of the development skills of workers and matching these skills to the available work to maximize the allocation of development tasks. Consequently, it is necessary to design a task allocation method that can select the most appropriate workers to complete a task, and thus ensure the quality of task completion.
To date, the academic community has carried out active research concerning the best ways to allocate software crowdsourcing tasks, as detailed in Section 2. In summary, these efforts have focused mainly on three aspects of this challenge. First, some researchers have examined the impact of a worker's development capability on the quality of task completion. However, this research has not explored how the quality of the match between the worker's skills and the task requirements influence the result of the task assignment. In contrast, a second common approach has been to consider the best method for matching a task's required development skills to the worker's skills. However, it is not enough to for the task. Since different workers offer different levels of abilities, the quality of their completed tasks will differ as well, which in turn will affect the quality of the current task result. The third approach has given consideration to a combination of a worker's ability assessment and skill matching, but other aspects of the worker's knowledge and experience should be taken into account as well. Because the above research efforts have not delved deeply enough into the complex of considerations that surround the measurement of a worker's abilities and appropriate matching of development skills to tasks, the results obtained from allocating crowdsourced assignments often are not ideal.
To address the shortcomings of these prior efforts, this paper proposes a software crowdsourcing dynamic utility task allocation algorithm referred to as DUTA. The algorithm gives comprehensive consideration to the many factors affecting task assignment and quantifies these influencing factors, including task type, task complexity, task quality, task development efficiency, and worker development skills. First, given the static attributes provided by the worker registration information, we calculate the initial value of a worker's development ability based on the attribute weight and the attribute level. Second, based on the worker's history of completed tasks (referred to in this paper as the worker's historical tasks), we calculate the development ability of the worker according to task complexity, task quality, and task development efficiency. This assessment of the worker's development capability is updated dynamically. Third, based on skill weights, we calculate the degree of matching between the task requirements and the worker's skills. Next, the product of the worker's development ability and the degree of development skill matching is taken as the allocation utility, and the total utility is maximized as the optimization goal. Finally, we use the optimal matching Kuhn-Munkres algorithm with a weighted bipartite graph to design an effective task allocation method, thereby achieving the optimal assignment of a task.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide further details regarding prior related work. Section 3 presents the problem definition, and Section 4 describes our approach to assessing worker development abilities and performing skills matching. The method we use for task assignment based on the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm is given in Section 5. Section 6 describes our experimental approach and results, and Section 7 presents our conclusion and outlook for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
As outlined in the Introduction, the approach of academic research regarding the best ways to allocate software crowdsourcing tasks has fallen into three basic groups. Some researchers have studied the impact of a worker's development capability on the quality of task completion, but these investigations have not given sufficient consideration to determine whether the worker's competencies are sufficient whether the worker's skills match the skill set required for a given task. For example, Boutsis and Kalogeraki [7] proposed a real-time reliable crowdsourcing task allocation algorithm that targets each task to the most appropriate worker to meet real-time needs and return high-quality results. In [8] , a framework was proposed that offered quality assessment and user-level task assignment by analyzing the characteristics of workers and assigning appropriate tasks to workers to improve the quality of task completion. The research offered in [9] proposed an adaptive crowdsourcing framework called iCrowd that accomplished task assignments by assessing the accuracy of workers completing tasks. In [10] , a task-distribution mechanism based on user reliability was proposed that maximized the benefit of the task publisher and optimized the task distribution through greedy technology. The overall shortcoming of the above research efforts is that they did not explore the degree to which a good match between the development skills required for the task and the skills offered by the worker influences the results of task allocation.
Other researchers have considered the best means for matching the development skills needed for a task to the skills offered by a worker. However, this consideration alone is not enough to determine whether the worker's development abilities are the best for the task. For example, [11] proposed the use of a historical data training classification model to make task assignments based on the similarity between the static attributes needed for the task and the worker's history of completed tasks. Fu et al. [12] proposed an extensible metamodel to support the description of a worker's skills and task requirements, and designed an adaptive matching algorithm for task requirements and worker skills to complete task assignment. Mavridis and Gross-Amblard [13] used unstructured tags to simulate skill vectors. Then they proposed the use of skill trees to fine-tune task requirements and worker skills, and to assign tasks through skill similarity. In the method offered by [14] , the skill characteristics were extracted from the workers' history of completed tasks, and a learning-sorting algorithm based on topic features was designed to complete the task assignment. While these efforts make important contributions, they fall short because they fail to consider the different levels of ability offered by different workers. The quality of the tasks completed by different workers will differ based on their skill levels.
The third research approach has been to consider some combination of worker ability and skill matching. While it is advisable to consider whether the worker's ability is sufficient for the task and whether the worker is good at meeting the task requirements, other factors come into play as well. For example, Roy et al. [15] proposed the SmartCrowd task allocation framework, an effective adaptive allocation algorithm VOLUME 7, 2019 based on consideration of a worker's professional knowledge. Furthermore, [16] proposed an automated modeling approach to evaluating developer capabilities and interests across software communities using the heterogeneous information in Community Question and Answer (CQA) sites and Open Source Software (OSS). Wang et al. [17] proposed a skill prediction method based on a negative exponential learning curve that could recommend workers for crowdsourced software development tasks based on using the skill promotion model.
None of the above research efforts has been sufficiently multi-faceted in terms of measuring workers' abilities and matching their development skills to task-skill requirements. Consequently, the resulting task assignments often are not ideal. To address this gap, we developed the proposed software crowdsourcing dynamic utility task allocation algorithm (DUTA) that includes the many factors that must be considered to maximize the allocation of development tasks to software developers in a crowdsourcing environment.
III. DUTA DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
The DUTA algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the model in which workers bid for task assignments. First, the task publisher draws up task-related information and publishes the task information to the crowdsourcing platform. Then, the crowdsourcing worker browses the tasks offered on the platform that are in a bidding state and selects the tasks of interest to participate in the bidding. The following related definitions are proposed for the algorithm.
Definition 1 (Task to Be Assigned): For a task to be assigned, it is described by a four-tuple t = {dt, st, u, ut} in which dt represents task information, including task type, development cycle, task requirements, and similar data; st represents the set of development skills required to complete the task; u represents a worker who participates in the task bidding; and ut represents the number of workers participating in the task bidding. Development skills include competence using the specified development language, development framework, and middleware.
Definition 2 (Crowdsourcing Workers): Crowdsourcing workers are developers who are bidding for, or have been chosen to, complete the software crowdsourcing task. The workers involved in the task bidding can be individuals or groups. Crowdsourcing worker u is described by a four-tuple u = {du, su, T , au} in which du represents the registration information of the worker on the platform; su is the development skill listed in the registration information; T is a collection of historical tasks completed by the worker; and au represents the development ability of the worker.
Definition 3 (Historical Task): Assume that the set of tasks completed historically by worker u is T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m }, where m represents the number of historical tasks. The tasks in set T are arranged in chronological order of completion. Historical task T p ∈ T is described by the six-tuple T p = {dp, sp, cp, qp, ep, ap}, where dp represents task information, including task type, development cycle, task requirements, and similar factors. sp represents the set of development skills required to complete the task; cp represents the complexity of the task; qp represents the quality of task development; ep represents the efficiency of task development; and ap represents the ability of the worker to complete the development of the single task T p .
Definition 4 (The Utility of Task Assignment): The utility of a task assignment is a measure of the quality of the task assignment, quantified by the product of the development capability and the development skill match. When task t is assigned to worker u, the resulting task assignment utility is v t,u = au · mut, where mut represents the degree to which the development skills required by the task are matched to the skills of the worker. Under normal circumstances, assigning tasks to workers with stronger development capabilities and higher development skill matching will result in better and more timely completion of the task.
IV. WORKER DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES AND SKILLS MATCHING
In calculating the development capability of workers, DUTA uses a dynamic update mechanism. First, based on the static attributes in a worker's registration information, we calculate the initial development ability of the worker using the weights and levels of the attributes. Second, we calculate the worker's ability to complete a single task by considering the historical tasks completed. For each historical task, we take into account the task's complexity, development quality, and the development efficiency. Then, based on all historical tasks completed by the worker, we update the development capabilities of the worker dynamically according to the chronological order of tasks completed. Finally, we consider the factors that may reduce the worker's ability over time, and correct the development capability of the worker dynamically based on this attenuation function. In the following sections, we provide details of the above evaluation procedure.
A. INITIAL CALCULATION OF CAPABILITY
For a newly registered software crowdsourcing worker, there is no historical task completion record. Therefore, initially we evaluate the worker's development skills and abilities based on the static attributes s/he provides in the worker registration information. This initial estimate of the worker's development ability is calculated according to the weight and level of each attribute. The list of static attributes is determined by the crowdsourcing platform, and generally includes academic qualifications, project experience, work experience, and current positions. First, the platform measures the relative importance of each static attribute and calculates the weight. Then when verifying each worker's registration information, the platform scores the level of each static attribute of the worker.
Assume that the static attribute set of the worker u is du = w i = 1 is satisfied. This paper uses the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [18] , [19] to provide a method of calculating attribute weights. Our approach uses the following steps.
Step 1 (Construct a Pairwise Comparison Matrix): To facilitate comparison, the relative importance of attributes d i and d j is represented by a quantified relative weight r ij (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k). r ij takes values according to the scale of 1 -9 and its reciprocal, as shown in Table 1 . After
comparisons, a pairwise comparison matrix R = (r ij ) k×k is constructed. The matrix R satisfies the following three conditions: (1) r ij > 0; (2) when i = j, r ij = 1; (3) r ij = 1/r ji . The element {r i1 , r i2 , . . . , r ik } of the row i represents the ratio of the importance of d i to each attribute, and the element {r 1j , r 2j , . . . , r kj } of the column j represents the ratio of the importance of each attribute to the degree of d j .
Step 2 
(1)
B. CALCULATION OF DEVELOPMENT ABILITY BASED ON HISTORICAL TASKS
After the initial estimation of the worker's ability, we calculate a worker's development ability based on the worker's history of tasks completed. This calculation determines the difficulty of the tasks that the worker can perform and reveals the level of development quality and efficiency we can expect from this worker regarding these tasks. In this evaluation, workers receive stronger ratings for their development ability when the historical tasks they completed were more complex, reflected better development quality, and showed faster development times.
1) TASK COMPLEXITY CALCULATION
To calculate the complexity of a task, first it is necessary to have a clear description of the task. The difficulty of developing the software crowdsourcing task description lies in representing the task complexity. In this research, the task complexity is based on the source code submitted by the worker after completing the task and is measured by the McCabe's cyclomatic complexity (MCC) per class. We use the software complexity calculation method described in [20] - [22] . Assume that a historical task T p completed by worker u contains a collection of classes C = {c 1 
where N (m i,j ) represents the number of decision nodes included in method m i,j .
Referring to the scope of the decision node given by the Metrics tool in the open source Eclipse plugin [23] , we can determine the decision node as: if, for, while, do, case, catch, &&, ||,: ? (trinocular operator). Thus, the sum of the complexity of the class of task T p is
Equation (3) is normalized using an exponential function, thereby obtaining the complexity of task T p as
where mcc represents the average of the sum of the complexity of the classes of all historical tasks of the same type as task T p . When the task types are different, the value of mcc is also different.
2) TASK DEVELOPMENT QUALITY CALCULATION
For the proposed approach, we consider that if a worker achieves a higher evaluation of the tasks completed previously, the worker can provide a correspondingly higher quality of task development. The quality of task development can be measured by the task publisher's evaluation of the task results as submitted by the worker and by the evaluation of feedback from users after using the previously developed software.
The task publisher's evaluation of the results for tasks submitted by a worker is scored by the majority voting (MV) mechanism, which is based on the software's function and performance as well as the attitude of the worker. Suppose the task publisher evaluates the quality of task T p as e 1 , e 1 ∈ [0, 1]. We consider that the larger the value of e 1 , the higher the quality of the worker completing task T p , and vice versa, i.e., the lower the quality of the task as represented by e 1 , the lower the quality of the worker.
Since the software project has been deconstructed into multiple development tasks, the user's evaluation of the software containing the task T p is the evaluation of the task T p by the user. The evaluation feedback provided once the software has been used is the evaluation conducted from the perspective of the user experience. Assume that the number of users participating in the evaluation of task T p is num. User i's evaluation of task T p is p i , p i ∈ [0, 1], so the user's average rating for task T p is
Thus, the development quality of task T p is
where α represents the quality evaluation coefficient. Since the task publisher can provide a more accurate evaluation of the development quality of the task relative to the user, the ratio is significant, so we set α ∈ (0.5, 1). The experimental results (as reported in Section 6 of this paper) show that it is more reasonable to take α = 0.7.
3) TASK DEVELOPMENT EFFICIENCY CALCULATION
For task T p , the shorter the actual development time needed by the worker during the development cycle given by the task publisher, the higher the development efficiency. Assume that the task development cycle is t 1 (calculated in days) and the actual development time taken by the worker is t 2 . Based on the task development cycle and the actual development time of the worker, the arctangent normalization function [24] is introduced and corrected, so the development efficiency of task T p is
The task development efficiency calculation function curve is shown in Figure 1 (assuming t 1 = 30). When t 2 = t 1 , the task development efficiency is ep = 0.5; when the value of t 2 is close to t 1 , the rate of change of ep increases; and when the value of t 2 is far from t 1 , the rate of change of ep decreases.
4) COMPREHENSIVE CALCULATION OF DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES
The development ability of a worker determines the difficulty of the task that the worker can complete, affects the development quality of the task, and impacts the development efficiency as well. Therefore, based on the task complexity cp, the task development quality qp, and the task development efficiency ep, the formula for measuring the ability of the worker to complete the single task T p is
where β represents the ability measurement coefficient. Since the task development quality provides a better reflection of the development ability of the worker than the task development efficiency, the ratio is significant. Therefore, we set β ∈ (0.5, 1). The experimental results (discussed in a later section of this paper) showed that it is more reasonable to take β = 0.7.
C. DYNAMIC UPDATE OF DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES
Each time a worker completes a task, the worker's development capabilities must be updated. Based on the historical task set T completed by the worker, his or her ability is updated dynamically according to the chronological order in which the tasks were completed. The equation used for updating is shown below:
where γ represents the ability update coefficient. Because the worker's record of completing all historical tasks is more representative of his or her development ability than the record for the current task completed, the proportion is significant. Therefore, we set γ ∈ (0.5, 1). The experimental results (presented in a later section of this paper) showed that it is more reasonable to take γ = 0.8.
D. DYNAMIC CORRECTION OF DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES
The worker's recent completion of a task can reflect that worker's current development ability more accurately than historical tasks. If the worker does not have a record of task completion within a certain period of time, the worker's development ability will be considered to have decreased. Therefore, the time factor ti is introduced to represent the amount of time from the current date (given in months) since the worker completed the most recent previous task T m .
The function that defines the decay of a worker's development ability over time is
where λ represents the ability attenuation coefficient, which satisfies the condition au > 0, i.e., ti < 1/λ, λ ∈ (0, 0.1). This evaluation approach motivates the worker to continue completing crowdsourcing tasks on a regular basis. The experimental results (presented in a later section of this paper) showed that it is more reasonable to use λ = 0.03.
E. COMPONENTS OF DUTA 1) CALCULATION OF THE DEGREE OF DEVELOPMENT SKILL MATCHING BASED ON COSINE SIMILARITY
The tasks assigned to a worker will be more appropriate if there is a strong match between the development skills required for the tasks and the worker's strongest development skills. Calculating the degree of matching between a task to be assigned and the worker's development skills requires two steps.
(1) First, a worker's initial skill weight is calculated based on the list of development skills and skill proficiency levels entered in the registration information. Then, based on the development skills included in all historical tasks completed by the worker, a historical task-skill set and corresponding skill weights are constructed applying skill weights and skill-usage frequency. Finally, based on the initial skill set and the skill set used in historical tasks, the worker's total development skill set is constructed, and the skill weights are weighted and summed to obtain the corresponding skill weight. (2) Skill matching is performed based on the development skills required by the task to be assigned and the development skill set of the worker. The degree of matching is calculated according to the skill weight.
2) BUILDING A SET OF DEVELOPMENT SKILLS AND CORRESPONDING SKILL WEIGHTS FOR WORKERS
Crowdsourcing platforms require newly registered crowdsourced workers to list their development skills and proficiency. The worker's proficiency in each skill corresponds to a skill level score. For example, ''very skilled'' corresponds to a rating of 0.5, ''more proficient'' corresponds to 0.3, and ''general proficiency'' corresponds to 0.2. Assume that the development skill set listed by worker u in the registration information is su = {su 1 , su 2 , . . . , su nu }, where nu indicates the number of skills, and the skill level corresponding to skill su i ∈ su is scored s i . We normalize each skill level score to When the task publisher posts the task information to the crowdsourcing platform, the platform requires the task publisher to fill in the development skills required for the task and the corresponding skill weights. The greater the weight of the skill, the more impact it has on the completion of the task. Based on the historical task set T completed by worker u, each task contains a set of development skills that corresponds to a skill weight. For task T p ∈ T , the set of development skills required to complete task T p is sp = {sp 1 , sp 2 , . . . , sp np }, where np indicates the number of skills. The skill weight corresponding to skill sp k ∈ sp is s k , which satisfies two conditions: (1) s k ∈ (0, 1); and (2) np k=1 s k = 1.
We classify the development skills included in all historical tasks in the set T . The same development skills are classified into one class. The skill set used in the historical tasks are composed of the skills in the different classes. The skill weights corresponding to all the skills in the same class are summed, and the sum obtained is divided by m (m represents the number of tasks in the set T ). In this way, we obtain the skill weight corresponding to each type of skill. The skill set of the historical task and the weight of the corresponding skills are described as follows: the skill set of the historical task is sT = {sT 1 , sT 2 , . . . , sT nT }, where nT indicates the number of skills, and the skill weight corresponding to skill sT l ∈ sT is s l . At this time, the condition
When constructing a worker's development skill set and corresponding skill weights, first we assign different weights to the development skills in the registration information and the development skills in the historical tasks, denoted as ω and 1 − ω, where ω indicates the skill weight coefficient. Since the development skills used in historical tasks are more representative of the skill level of workers than the development skills in the registration information, they account for a larger proportion. Therefore, we set ω ∈ (0, 0.5) when T = ∅, ω = 1. Then, given the development skill set su included in the registration information, and the development skill set sT included in the historical tasks, the same skills in the two sets are grouped into one class. The skill set ski = {ski 1 , ski 2 , . . . , ski ns } of the worker is composed of the skills in the different classes, where ns indicates the number of skills. Finally, the skill weights corresponding to the same skill are weighted and summed to obtain a new skill weight corresponding to that skill, and the skill weight corresponding to the skill ski v ∈ ski is s v . Thus, the condition 
3) CALCULATING THE DEGREE OF MATCHING FOR DEVELOPMENT SKILLS
For task t to be assigned, it is assumed that worker u participated in the bidding for the task. The set of development skills required to complete task t is st = {st 1 , st 2 , . . . , st nt }, nt represents the number of skills, and the skill weight corresponding to skill st j ∈ st is s j , which satisfies the two conditions s j ∈ (0, 1) and nt j=1 s j = 1.
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Then we match skill st j in st with all the skills in ski in turn. When st j exists in ski, the comparison is successful. If st j and ski v are compared successfully, then let s h = s j , s h = s v . For each comparison success, h is incremented by 1, h = 1, 2, . . . , sh, and sh indicates the number of successful comparisons. Referring to the cosine similarity calculation formula, the degree of development skill matching between task t to be assigned and the worker u is Table 2 summarizes the procedure for constructing a set of worker development skills and corresponding skill weights. First, the development skills contained in all the tasks in the set T are classified, and the same development skills are grouped into one class. The skills of the different classes constitute the historical task skill set, thus obtaining for example, sT = {Java, HTML5, Bootstrap, Spring MVC, MySQL, JavaScript, Node.js, Spring}.
4) EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUCTING A SET OF WORKER DEVELOPMENT SKILLS AND CORRESPONDING SKILL WEIGHTS
Second, the skill weights corresponding to all the skills in the same class are summed, and the sum obtained is divided by the number of tasks, so the skill weight corresponding to each type of skill is obtained. For example, for skill Java, the skill weight is: (0.4 + 0.5 + 0.45)/3 = 0.45; for skill Node.js, the skill weight is: 0.25/3 = Then, based on the development skill set su included in the registration information, and the development skill set sT included in the historical tasks, the same skills in the two sets are classified into one class. The skills of the different classes constitute the development skill set of the worker, thereby obtaining in our example, ski = {Java, Spring, MySQL, HTML5, JavaScript, React, Bootstrap, Spring MVC, Node.js}.
Finally, the skill weights corresponding to the same skill are weighted and summed to obtain the new skill weight corresponding to that skill. For example, for skill Java, the skill weight is: 0.3ω+0.45(1−ω); for skill React, the skill weight is 0.1ω; for skill Node.js, the skill weight is: 1 12 (1−ω). The experimental results (presented in a later section of this paper) showed that it is more reasonable to take ω = 0.3.
V. TASK ASSIGNMENT BASED ON THE KUHN-MUNKRES ALGORITHM
The challenge of software crowdsourcing task allocation as studied in this paper is to optimize the total utility of task allocation as the optimization goal. Therefore, the problem can be modeled as the optimal matching of the weighted bipartite graph with the task assignment utility as the weight. The classical algorithm for solving this problem is the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [25] - [27] . For this research, after completing the construction of the multi-task-multi-worker weighted bipartite graph, we used the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm to solve the task-worker optimal match.
A. CONSTRUCT A WEIGHTED BIPARTITE GRAPH FOR TASK ASSIGNMENT
During an allocation period, the task to be assigned enters the allocation state when the number of bidders is not less than the threshold g. For the set of tasks to be assigned and the set of bidders entering the allocation state, the set of tasks to be assigned is used as the set of left end vertices of the bipartite graph, and the set of bidding workers is used as the set of right end vertices of the bipartite graph. The edge weight of the left vertex and the right vertex is the task allocation utility, and the edge with the non-zero weight is connected to complete the construction of the weighted bipartite graph. The constructed weighted bipartite graph is described as G = (T U , U , v t,u ), where T U represents the set of tasks to be assigned; U represents the set of bidders; v t,u represents the utility of the task assignment. Then, the total utility of the task assignment is maximized as the optimization goal, and the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm is used to solve the optimal match between a task and a worker.
The process of solving the optimal matching of the weighted bipartite graph using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm is divided into four steps:
Step 1: Initialize all feasible vertex labels for G, denoted as l(t). Where l(t) represents the maximum weight of all edges connected to vertex t, l(u) = 0, and satisfies the condition
Step 2: Start with any feasible vertex label and find the equal subgraph G l . Where G l denotes a subgraph consisting of all edges of G that satisfy l(t) + l(u) = v t,u .
Step 3: Execute the Hungarian algorithm in G l . If a perfect match M is found, then M is the maximum weight match of G, and the algorithm ends; otherwise, the Hungarian algorithm must end at two sets X ⊂ T U , Y ⊂ U , and N G l (X ) = Y , then go to step 4. Where M represents a set of non-adjacent edges, and N G l (X ) represents a set of all vertices adjacent to the vertices in set X .
Step 4: Modify the value of the feasible vertex label, denoted as l (t). Replace l(t) with l (t), replace G l with G l , and go to step 3. Where
B. DUTA ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
In summary, if a worker wants to increase the value of his or her ability rating and improve the chances of obtaining desired tasks, it is necessary to complete other software crowdsourcing tasks that have high complexity and require high quality and highly efficient development skills.
Algorithm 1 Task Assignment Algorithm Based on Dynamic Utility (DUTA)
Input: The set T U of tasks to be assigned that are being bid. Thus, this approach provides an incentive for the worker to maintain and improve performance.
C. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Suppose the number of tasks to be assigned is n 1 , the number of bidders is n 2 , the number of workers bidding for each task is n 3 , the number of historical tasks completed by each worker is n 4 , and the number of development skills included in each task is n 5 . Therefore, the number of edges in the weighted bipartite graph is n 1 · n 3 .
The complexity of the DUTA algorithm is composed mainly of three parts.
(1) The development capability calculation: Here, the time complexity is generated by the capability calculation and capability update and is O(n 2 · n 4 ). (2) The development skill matching degree calculation:
For this purpose, the time complexity is generated by skill classification and skill comparison, and is O(n 1 · n 3 · n 4 · n 5 ). (3) The task assignment: Here, the time complexity is generated mainly by the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm for task assignment, and the optimal value is O(n 2 1 · n 2 · n 3 ). Thus, the magnitude of the complexity of the DUTA algorithm is O(n 1 · n 3 · (n 4 · n 5 + n 1 · n 2 )).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To provide empirical verification of the reasonableness and effectiveness of the DUTA algorithm, we crawled the records for 4921 crowdsourced workers and 18,657 crowdsourcing tasks from the Chinese open source crowdsourcing platform to gather experimental data sets. In total, we collected 17,332 historical tasks and 1325 tasks to be assigned. The types of tasks that were crawled included mobile applications, H5 applications, WeChat applications, web applications, desktop applications, embedded applications, and game development. After the crawled data was processed, information regarding the tasks to be assigned included development skills and corresponding skill weights. The historical tasks' information included task type, the task publisher's score and the users' score on the task quality, development cycle, actual development time, time interval between the time when task was completed and the current time, development skills and corresponding skill weights. The workers' information included their development skills and related levels of proficiency.
We compared the performance of the DUTA algorithm with the results using the crowdsourcing user reliability task allocation algorithm (URTA) proposed in [10] . The URTA algorithm consists of two parts: (1) the user reliability update mechanism, which measures the reliability of workers by the quality of the tasks completed by the workers, and then updates the reliability rating of the workers; and (2) the task allocation mechanism based on user reliability, which takes the task publisher's revenue maximization as the optimization goal, and greedy technology was used to achieve the matching between the task and the worker. For the URTA algorithm, the task's allocation utility was the revenue of the task publisher.
In the experiment, the initial value of workers' ability was set to au 0 = 0.5, and the complexity cp of tasks was generated by computer simulation, obeying the normal distribution N (0.5, 1/36). When selecting tasks and workers, we ensured that the number of workers for each task to be assigned ranged from one to ten. There were one to five tasks for bidding by each worker, and the number of historical tasks completed by each worker ranged from zero to five. To make the experimental results more general, each experiment was repeated ten times. Considering the scenario in which tasks were assigned successfully, and the experimental results were averaged.
A. THE TOTAL UTILITY COMPARISON OF TASK ASSIGNMENTS
In this portion of our work, we used the following procedure to compare the total utility of task assignments.
(1) We selected 500 workers. Starting with 50 tasks to be assigned, we increased the number of tasks by 50, and set the threshold g to 3. The relationship between the number of tasks and the total utility of task assignments is shown in Figure 2 (a). (2) Next, we selected 300 tasks to be assigned. Starting with 300 workers, we increased the number of workers by 50, and set the threshold g to 3. The relationship between the number of workers and the total utility of task assignments is shown in Figure 2 (b). (3) Last, we selected 300 tasks to be assigned, 500 workers.
Starting with threshold g = 1, we increased the threshold g by 1. The relationship between the threshold g and the total utility of the task assignment is shown in Figure 2 (c). The experimental results demonstrated that the DUTA algorithm was superior in each case to the URTA algorithm in terms of the total utility of task assignments under different parameters. We concluded that this performance resulted because the URTA algorithm assigned workers to a task according to the reliability of the workers. URTA did not consider matching the development skills of the workers to the tasks, even when the reliability of the workers assigned to the tasks was high. However, the development skill set needed for the task to be assigned might include skills that the worker did not perform well. Since the resulting degree of matching between the workers' development skills and the task requirements was relatively low, the total allocation utility was relatively low.
It can be seen from Figure 2 (a) that when the number of workers was fixed, the trends of the two curves were roughly the same. At the beginning, the number of tasks to be assigned was small, and the total allocation utility was lower. As the number of tasks to be assigned increased, more tasks were allocated, and the total utility of the allocation increased. When the number of workers required by the task exceeded the number of bidders, the number of tasks that could be allocated reached the upper limit. The total utility increase rate became slower and eventually became flat.
From Figure 2 (b) we can see that when the number of tasks to be assigned was fixed, the trends of the two curves were substantially the same. At the beginning, the number of workers was small, and the number of workers required for the task was greater than the number of bidders. At that time, the number of tasks assigned was small, and the total allocation utility was low. As the number of workers increased, more tasks could be assigned to workers, and the total allocation utility increased. When the number of bidders exceeded the number of workers required by the tasks, the tasks entering the allocation state could be assigned to the workers, and the increase rate of the total utility slowed down, eventually becoming flat.
It can be seen from Figure 2 (c) that when the number of workers and the number of tasks to be assigned were fixed, the trends of the two curves were roughly the same. At the beginning, when the threshold g was 1, the number of tasks entering the allocation state was large, more tasks were allocated, and the total allocation utility was high. As the threshold g increased, the number of tasks entering the allocation state decreased, the number of tasks assigned was also reduced, and the total allocation utility decreased.
B. THE SUCCESS RATE COMPARISON OF TASK ASSIGNMENTS
Next, we developed a comparison of the success rates of task assignments using the following procedure.
(1) We selected 500 workers. Starting with 50 tasks to be assigned, we increased the number of tasks by 50, and set the threshold g to 3. The relationship between the number of tasks and the success rate of task assignments is shown in Figure 3 (a). (2) Next, we selected 300 tasks to be assigned. Starting with 300 workers, we increased the number of workers by 50, and set the threshold g to 3. The relationship between the number of workers and the success rate of task assignments is shown in Figure 3 (b). (3) Finally, we selected 300 tasks to be assigned, 500 workers. Starting with threshold g = 1, we increased the threshold g by 1. The relationship between the threshold g and the success rate of task assignments is shown in Figure 3 (c). The experimental results showed that the DUTA algorithm consistently achieved better results than the URTA algorithm in terms of the success rate of task allocation under different parameters. This outcome resulted because the URTA algorithm assigned tasks according to the reliability of the workers, and when greedy technology was used to achieve the match between the tasks and the workers, the highly reliable workers were preferred for assignment to the tasks. As a result, even if the number of bidders exceeded the number of workers required by the task, there would also be a small number of tasks entering the allocation state did not match any worker, so the allocation success rate would be relatively low.
From Figure 3 (a), we can see that when the number of workers was fixed, the trends of the two curves were roughly the same. At the beginning, the number of tasks to be assigned was small, the tasks entering the allocation state could be assigned to the workers, and the allocation success rate was high. As the number of tasks to be assigned increased, the allocation success rate decreased even though more tasks were assigned. When the number of workers required by the tasks exceeded the number of bidders, the number of tasks that could be allocated reached the upper limit, and the allocation success rate decreased faster. As seen from Figure 3(b) , when the number of tasks to be assigned was fixed, the trends of the two curves were substantially the same. At the beginning, the number of bidders was small, and the number of workers required for the task was greater than the number of bidders. At that time, the number of tasks assigned was small, and the rate of successful allocation was low. As the number of workers increased, more tasks could be assigned to workers, and the allocation success rate increased. When the number of bidders exceeded the number of workers required by the tasks, the tasks entering the allocation state could be assigned to the workers, and the increase rate of successful allocation became slower and eventually stabilized.
It can be seen from Figure 3 (c) that when the number of workers and the number of tasks to be assigned was fixed, the trends of the two curves were roughly the same. At the beginning, when the threshold g was 1, the number of tasks entering the allocation state was large, more tasks were allocated, and the allocation success rate was high. As the threshold g increased, the number of tasks entering the allocation state decreased, the number of tasks that were allocated was also reduced, and the allocation success rate decreased.
C. DETERMINATION OF RELEVANT PARAMETERS
In the last portion of our empirical testing, we explored the determination of relevant parameters. We began the procedure by selecting 300 tasks to be assigned and 500 workers. We set the threshold g to 3.
Under the condition that the parameter values were different for the DUTA algorithm and the URTA algorithm, we recorded the task-worker matching results for each. In the DUTA algorithm, the number of tasks assigned successfully was recorded as N . In both algorithms, the number of identical matches between the tasks and the workers was recorded as N . The accuracy of the task assignments was calculated and recorded as fg
The following observations were made.
• When the quality evaluation coefficient α was 0.55, 0.60, . . . , 0.95, the relationship between the coefficient α and the accuracy of the allocation was shown in Figure 4 (a).
• When the ability measurement coefficient β was 0.55, 0.60, . . . , 0.95, the relationship between the coefficient β and the accuracy of the allocation was shown in Figure 4 (b).
• When the ability update coefficient γ was 0.55,0.60,. . . , 0.95, the relationship between the coefficient γ and the accuracy of the allocation was shown in Figure 4 (c).
• When the ability attenuation coefficient λ was 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.09, the relationship between the coefficient λ and the accuracy of the allocation was shown in Figure 4 (d).
• When the skill weight coefficient ω was 0.05, 0.10, . . . , 0.45, the relationship between the coefficient ω and the accuracy of the allocation was shown in Figure 4 (e).
From Figure 4 (a), we can conclude that when the quality evaluation coefficient α = 0.7, the average value of the allocation accuracy rate was the highest, reaching 82.51%. We see from Figure 4 (b) that when the ability measurement coefficient β = 0.7, the average value of the allocation accuracy rate was the highest, reaching 83.75%. Figure 4(c) shows that when the ability update coefficient γ = 0.8, the average value of the allocation accuracy rate was the highest, reaching 85.63%. As shown in Figure 4(d) , when the ability attenuation coefficient λ = 0.03, the average allocation accuracy rate was the highest, reaching 83.26%. From Figure 4 (e), when the skill weight coefficient ω = 0.3, the average value of the allocation accuracy rate was the highest, reaching 80.56%. Table 3 summarizes the above experimental results and gives the average of the experimental results obtained by repeating each experiment 10 times. It can be seen from Table 3 that compared with the URTA algorithm, the DUTA algorithm has good rationality and effectiveness, and has a good performance in total allocation utility and allocation success rate. DUTA achieved an average allocation accuracy of up to 85.63%, demonstrating that it can guide task assignments effectively.
D. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

VII. CONCLUSION
Currently, crowdsourcing software development faces the problem that poor matching between workers' development skills and the skills required for assigned tasks results in poor quality task completion. The challenge of software crowdsourcing is to assess the development capability of workers and match their skills to the tasks to be assigned in a manner that optimizes the total utility of task allocation. There is a pressing need for a multi-task-multi-worker allocation algorithm for software crowdsourcing platforms that considers the many factors affecting task assignment, such as the task type, complexity, quality, and development efficiency, along with the workers' development skills.
Conclusion section is not required. Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions.
In response, we developed DUTA, a software crowdsourcing task allocation algorithm based on dynamic utility. In this approach, the influencing factors are quantified to create a robust measurement of the development capability of workers and improve the degree to which workers' development skills are matched properly to the assigned tasks. In this way, DUTA works to optimize the total utility of task distribution. The DUTA algorithm provides a means by which workers can be assigned highly complex software crowdsourcing tasks that match their high-quality development skills, so that these tasks can be completed efficiently.
Our experimental results verify the reasonableness and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm as a theoretical basis for practical software crowdsourcing task allocation. In a follow-up study currently under way, the KMeans clustering algorithm [28] , [29] is used to calculate the similarity between tasks, identify the historical task with the highest similarity to the task to be assigned. The complexity of the historical task will be used as the estimated complexity of the task to be assigned. When the development ability of the workers reaches the estimated complexity of the task to be assigned, the workers will enter the allocation state. In this way, the task allocation model improves to facilitate improvement in task development.
